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ABSTRACT
Facial expressions play a significant role in everyday inter-
actions. A majority of the research on facial expressions of
emotion has focused on a small set of “basic” states. How-
ever, in real-life the expression of emotions is highly context
dependent and prototypic expressions of “basic” emotions
may not always be present. In this paper we attempt to
discover expressions associated with alternate states of in-
formed, inspired, persuaded, sentimental and amused based
on a very large dataset of observed facial responses. We
used a curated set of 395 everyday videos that were found
to reliably elicit the states and recorded 49,869 facial re-
sponses as viewers watched the videos in their homes. Us-
ing automated facial coding we quantified the presence of
18 facial actions in each of the 23.4 million frames. Lip cor-
ner pulls, lip sucks and inner brow raises were prominent in
sentimental responses. Outer brow raises and eye widening
were prominent in persuaded and informed responses. More
brow furrowing distinguished informed from persuaded re-
sponses potentially indicating higher cognition.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Facial expressions play a significant role in interactions

and there are a wide range of applications for facial expres-
sion recognition systems. For centuries thinkers have sug-
gested that facial behaviors can indicate underlying emo-
tional states [2, 5] and in the latter part of the 20th century
researchers began to investigate these relationships empiri-
cally. However, over the past 50 years a majority of research
into facial expressions of emotion has focused on a small
set of so-called “basic” emotions (joy, sadness, fear, disgust,
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Figure 1: Discovering relationships between facial
actions units and affective states. i) Participants
watch videos in their home and their facial responses
are recorded. ii) Faces are detected and tracked in
each video. iii) Facial actions are detected. iv) Re-
lationships between actions and states analyzed.

anger and surprise). Whilst it is still hotly debated whether
these states are universally expressed [4, 9, 21] researchers
agree that other expressions convey consistent information
within specific contexts and that additional states warrant
further study [7]. The most relevant emotional states vary
by situation (e.g. when viewers watch TV ads expressions of
amusement will be much more likely than expressions of fear
or pain) and the relationship between actions and emotion
expressions is a many-to-many mapping (e.g. brow lowering
in an educational context might signal confusion or cognition
and in a hostile negotiation might signal anger). Automated
systems need to be able to recognize states beyond the small
set of “basic” states to be practically useful in many cases.

One of the reasons that research into facial expressions of
emotion beyond the “basic” set has been limited is the chal-
lenge of collecting data in real-world settings and gathering
ground-truth labels. One method for determining ground
truth states is to use video stimuli that reliably induce spe-
cific feelings. Frameworks for collecting and analyzing web-
cam feeds as people watch videos now enable scalable collec-
tion of facial responses, to such stimuli, collected from par-
ticipant’s homes. A further benefit of this research method-



Table 1: Definitions and illustrative, posed examples of the facial actions we detected and analyzed. Example
images were collected by Affectiva, Inc. In the real-world data we collected the actions were much more
challenging to detect. ROC = Area under the receiver operating characteristic curve. TPR = True positive
rate at classifier operating point for false positive rate = .02.

AU1 AU2 AU4 AU5 AU6 AU9 AU10 AU12 AU14
In. Brow R. Out. Brow R. Brow Lower Eye Widen Cheek Raise Nose Wrinke Up. Lip Rai. Lip Corner Pull Dimpler

ROC/TPR .92/.62 .92/.52 .93/.33 .87/.53 .72/.42 .91/.56 .91/.49 .75/.36 .89/.62

AU15 AU17 AU18 AU24 AU25 AU26 AU28 AU43 Asy. AU12
Lip Depress. Chin Raise Lip Pucker Lip Press Lips Part Jaw Drop Lip Suck Eye Closure Smirk

ROC/TPR .76/.21 .84/.58 .75/.26 .85/.56 .79/.41 .90/.56 .82/.21 .96/.58 .85/.44

ology is increased ecological validity. Although participants
were aware they were being recorded there is strong evidence
that their responses are naturalistic [18].

The Facial Action Coding System (FACS) [3, 1] is the
most comprehensive and widely used taxonomy for charac-
terizing facial behavior. FACS is an extremely useful tool as
it enables objective, quantitative analysis. However, manual
FACS coding requires trained coders to label videos frame-
by-frame, this process is laborious and time consuming. Ad-
vancements in automated facial coding methods mean that
facial coding can be scaled much more efficiently [24]. FACS
does not provide an emotional interpretation for each action,
or combination of actions. Whilst additional coding systems
(e.g. EMFACS [6]) exist for doing so they far from capture
all the necessary interpretations. Other affect expression
judgement systems include: AFFEX [10] and MAX [8].

Automated facial coding has been adopted as a standard
procedure for media testing purposes. It has been found that
facial responses to media are linked to engagement [23], lik-
ing, purchase intent [16] and voting preferences [17]. Lewin-
ski et al. [12] investigated facial responses to persuasive amus-
ing stimuli by analyzing expressions of happiness. A posi-
tive correlation was found between expressions of happiness
and attitude towards the ad. In these cases classification of
smiles or prototypic “basic” emotion expressions were used
rather than discovery of context specific expressions.

This paper presents the first-ever large-scale systematic
exploration of facial expressions for the states of amused,
informed, inspired, persuaded and sentimental using auto-
mated facial coding. We believe that these results have im-
plications in understanding expressions of emotions across a
number of contexts. Specifically we present: (1) A validated
set of video stimuli that make viewers feel either amused,
informed, inspired, persuaded or sentimental; (2) A large
dataset of 49,869 facial responses to the validated stimuli;
(3) Analysis of the relationship between the facial action
units observed and the induced affective states. Figure 1
shows an overview of the approach.

2. DATA
Stimuli. We selected a set of 2,215 US video ads from

the past five years as a broad set of stimuli that induce a

range of different emotions. In order to validate the feelings
that these videos induced they were coded using Amazon’s
Mechanical Turk platform. Workers were recruited to com-
plete the Human Intelligence Task (HIT) and could code one
or more video ad. After watching each ad the workers were
asked the following question:

Q. How did you feel while watching the ad?
Amused - Shocked - Persuaded - Fascinated - Inspired - In-
formed - Disgusted - Sentimental - Upset - Annoyed - Bored

Five master workers were recruited to code each ad. The
coders were allowed to pick up to three codes and were paid
$0.30 for coding each ad. Overall the Fleiss’ κ for the coding
was moderate at 0.63. Many of the videos received different
codes from different coders and in these cases there was not
100% agreement on any one code. However, for a subset
of 395 videos there was agreement from 100% of the coders
that one single code applied. The 395 videos were selected as
reliable stimuli for the respective states. Within the subset
there were examples for the states of: Informed (n=161), In-
spired (n=11), Persuaded (n=37), Sentimental (n=13) and
Amused (n=173). There were no stimuli that were coded
for: shocked, fascinated, disgusted, upset, annoyed or bored
by all the coders.

Facial Expression Responses. Using an Internet-based
framework we recorded facial responses to the 395 video
stimuli [18]. Links were sent to the participants via email.
Instructions walked them through the consent and requested
use of their webcam to capture their facial response during
the video. Participants were shown their webcam stream
initially and asked to position the camera such that their
face was in the center of the image and lit reasonably well.
This step helped increase the number of videos in which a
face could be detected and qualitative analysis of the videos
indicated that the participants’ behaviors were naturalistic.
Naturalistic facial responses collected under relatively un-
constrained conditions present challenges for automated fa-
cial coding systems [18]. However, as our results in Section 3
show, our system performs well on similar videos.

In total we collected 49,869 facial video responses to the
395 videos. The number of facial videos for each affective



Figure 2: i) Probability of each facial action within each of the affective states normalized by frequency.
ii) Probability of each pair of facial actions within each of the affective states normalized by frequency.

state was: 20,445 (amused), 21,083 (informed), 1,771 (in-
spired), 4,949 (persuaded) and 1,621 (sentimental). The
mean number of facial responses to each ad was 126 (std:
62). All participants were English speaking people in the
United States of America. The participants represented a
broad range of age groups from 16 to 65+ with an even
distribution of males and females.

3. AUTOMATED FACIAL CODING
Software Pipeline. We used automated facial coding

software to code the facial actions within the facial videos
(Affdex - Affectiva, Inc.) [19]. First, the face is detected
using the Viola-Jones method [25]. Thirty-four facial land-
marks are detected using a supervised descent based land-
mark detector, similar to that presented by Xiong and De
la Torre [26], applied to the cropped face region. A refined
image region of interest (ROI) is segmented using the facial
landmarks. The ROI includes the eyes, eyebrows, nose and
mouth. The ROI is normalized using rotation and scaling
to 96x96 pixels. In order to capture textural changes of the
face histograms of oriented gradients (HOG) features are
extracted from the image ROI. The HOG features are ex-
tracted from 32 x 32 pixel blocks (cell-size 8 x 8 pixels) with
a stride of 16 pixels. A histogram with 6 bins is used for
each block. This results in a feature vector of length 2,400
(25*16*6).

Finally, support vector machine (SVM) classifiers are used
to detect the presence of each facial action (details of how the
classifiers were trained and validated can be found in [22]).
For each facial action a baseline appearance is estimated
using a rolling 30-second window in order to account for
differences in neutral appearance. The facial action classi-
fiers return a confidence score from 0 to 100. The software
provides scores for 18 facial actions (see Table 1) including
17 symmetric FACS actions (AUs 1,2,4,5,6,9,10,12,14,15,17,
18,24,25,26,28,43) plus asymmetric lip corner pulls.

Training and Testing. In order to train and test the

classifiers video segments were coded by human FACS coders.
These segments were different from the videos analyzed in
this study (and were participant independent) but were col-
lected using a similar online framework. At least three
coders (from a team of 20) coded each video segment. The
video labeling was then verified by a FACS certified coder
and any coding deemed incorrect recoded.

The data was divided into a training set and a test set.
In total, at least 20,000 positive frames and 20,000 negative
frames were used for training each of the classifiers. For
testing 10,000 independent frames were selected. Table 1
shows the area under the receiver operating characteristic
(ROC) curve for each of the classifiers. The true positive
rate (TPR) at the chosen operating point is also shown. As
the presence of facial actions is typically sparse when people
are watching everyday TV content [15] the operating point
of each classifier was chosen to be fixed with a false positive
rate at 2%.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We calculated the relative frequency of each action ob-

served in each state (informed, inspired, persuaded, senti-
mental and amused). This is presented as the probability of
observing an action within each state normalized by the fre-
quency of the action across all states. Normalization is useful
as certain actions have higher base rates (e.g. AU25) overall
when compared to other actions (e.g. AU9). Figure 2(i)
shows the normalized probabilities for each action. Table 2
shows the actions with the highest probabilities for each of
the states alongside the percentage of frames in which they
appeared. The actions in bold occurred in over 3% of frames
and had high probabilities for the respective class. For cer-
tain actions (e.g. AU1, AU6, AU12, AU25) there were large
differences between the probabilities for each class. For other
actions (e.g. AU10, AU17, AU24) the differences were much
smaller. Figure 2(ii) shows normalized bigrams for the re-
sponses in each of the classes. These capture the probability



Table 2: Actions with the highest likelihoods for
appearing in each state in descending order. The
percentage of frames in which each action appeared
is shown in brackets.
Informed Inspired Persuaded Sentim. Amused
AU4(3.6) AU4(4.0) AU5(2.9) AU12(5.0) AU12(8.0)
AU5(2.6) AU18(2.0) AU2(3.1) AU1(1.7) AU6(3.0)
AU2(2.8) AU6(1.9) AU1(1.5) AU28(4.2) AU9(2.0)
AU43(3.3) AU43(3.5) AU24(2.0) AU9(1.5) AU25(8.0)
AU10(1.9) AU15(1.3) AU18(1.8) AU26(2.0) AU26(2.7)
AU17(1.5) AU12*(6.5) AU15(1.2) AU25(5.6) AU17(1.8)
AU9(1.3) AU25(5.3) AU43(3.2) AU14(3.6) AU10(2.2)
AU18(1.7) AU10(2.0) AU12*(6.1) AU6(1.7) AU28(4.1)

of observing a pair of actions within each state normalized
by the frequency of that pair of actions across all states.

The states of informed and persuaded featured actions
akin to expressions of surprise (AU2, AU5) with high likeli-
hood. However, the informed state was distinguishable from
the persuaded state by the presence of brow lowering (AU4)
(AU4 occurred significant more often (p = 0.06), based on a
two sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test), the mean frequency
was 3.6% and 2.4% respectively. Brow furrowing in infants
has been identified as a signal of concentration [20], this is
also a reasonable interpretation in our context. It is also
notable that the absence of lip corner pulls was particularly
prominent in informed and persuaded responses (highlighted
by the dark row and column in the bigrams). Figure 3 shows
expressions with high probabilities from each state.

The state of amused was unsurprisingly represented by lip
corner pulls (8% of frames) and a high proportion of cheek
raises (3% of frames) (the co-occurrence of these actions
would form a “Duchenne” smile). Lip corner pulls were also
observed in response to sentimental videos. Cheek raises
were significantly less frequent in the sentimental state (p
< 0.01) but inner brow raising (AU1) had a higher relative
likelihood (the relative likelihood of the combinations of ac-
tions can be seen in Figure 2(ii)). The state of sentimental-
ity comprises of a combination of actions related to sadness
(signaled by AU1) and joy (signaled by smiling). The state
of sentimental was also associated with lip sucks, perhaps
an example of a smile control mechanism [11] or a self-touch
action that is soothing. Such a distinction between joy and
“sentimental” joy maybe useful in a number of applications.
As with the state of informed, brow lowering had a high like-
lihood in the state of inspired. We had hypothesized that
“wide eyed”expressions would be an indicator of inspiration;
however, these actions were not as prominent.

Many of the insights from this analysis would not have
been identified if we had only studied combinations of facial
actions seen in prototypic expressions of the “basic” emo-
tions. In approximately 70% of frames none of the facial
actions were detected (Informed: 72.9%, Inspired: 71.9%,
Persuaded: 73.7%, Sentimental: 70.0%, Amused: 67.2%).
Thus amusing and sentimental content elicited the most fa-
cial activity and persuasive content the least. In 18% of
frames only one action was present. Two, three and four
actions occurred in 6.5%, 2.9% and 1.4% of frames respec-
tively. Thus combinations of actions were sparse. The EM-
FACS coding of prototypic expressions does not include all
the actions, and combinations, that occurred in our data.
More research is needed to understand common facial dis-
plays related to states other than the “basic” emotions.
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Figure 3: Examples of expressions taken from video
responses for the states of: i) informed, ii) per-
suaded, iii) inspired and iv) sentimental. These
examples have high likelihoods for the respective
classes given the combinations of actions.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND LIMITATIONS
Facial expressions play a critical role in many everyday

interactions. A majority of the work on facial expressions of
emotion has focused on a small set of “basic” states (joy,
anger, sadness, fear, disgust and surprise). However, in
many real-life applications the expression of emotions is highly
context dependent and prototypic expressions of“basic”emo-
tions are not always present. We collected a large set of
validated video stimuli (from a set of everyday video ads)
that made people feel either: informed, inspired, persuaded,
sentimental or amused. We analyzed the facial action unit
occurrences and co-occurrences within over 23 million frames
of video. Lip corner pulls and lip sucks were prominent in
sentimental responses. Brow raises and eye widening were
prominent in persuaded and informed responses. More brow
furrowing distinguished informed from persuaded responses
potentially indicating higher cognition. Combinations of lip
corner pulls and inner brow raises were relatively more com-
mon in sentimental responses whereas “Duchenne” smiles
were relatively more common in amused responses.

The results presented here are based on facial videos of
people in the United States to everyday TV ads. Expres-
sions of emotion, both in terms of presence of actions and
the interpretation, are context and culturally dependent [13,
14]. This is one of the main reasons that discovery of facial
expressions within specific contexts is important. However,
it does mean that the findings may not generalize to all
other contexts and cultures. In future, as more data be-
comes available, the discovery of facial action mappings to
emotion in many other contexts will become possible. In
addition, the study of head pose and gestures with facial ac-
tions will be of great interest. In this study the video stimuli
were validated using MTurk workers who were not the same
participants for which facial responses were collected. Our
approach was intentionally designed this way to avoid inter-
rupting the experience of the viewers. However, it may be
useful in future to verify the success of affect elicitation on
the same population. We did not analyze the dynamics of
facial actions in this work; however, it would be informative
to study the dynamics and sequences of actions that occur.
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